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GEIGER: Made in Germany
Products ”Made in Germany” represents a seal  
of quality in international markets and consumers  
in Germany and abroad like  
to use products ...

■■ Editorial

A successful year comes 
to an end
The year 2014 is drawing to a close – for GEIGER a 
very successful year indeed: we used the potential 
for optimisation and further development of our 
products to set standards, take up trends and bring 
future-oriented innovations on the market.

And today, our developers are already working on 
the sun protection products of tomorrow – always 
on the basis of increased quality and competence. 
Actually, it would be now the ideal time to sit back 
and take some well-deserved rest and relaxation. 

But we have already the next big goal in mind: 
the world‘s leading trade fair R+T for rolling 
shutters, gates and sun protection starts on the 
24th of February 2015 in Stuttgart and is for us an 
important innovation platform. We look forward 
to presenting you the latest GEIGER products in 
the GEIGER proven quality ”Made in Germany”. 
The parts composing our efficient, quick and 
silent motors are designed by GEIGER - from the 
individual gear wheel to the galvanizing of the 
tube. Visit us at the R+T in Stuttgart next February 
and see for yourself!  
In the meantime, we would like to wish you a 
very happy Holiday Season and a peaceful and 
prosperous New Year.

L-Concept handheld transmitter

GJ56.. E06 and E07 SMI

R+T STUTTGART
Leading world trade fair for 
roller shutters, doors/gates  
and sun protection systems

24. – 28. February 2015 
Messe Stuttgart, Germany

■■ Trade Fair

Visit us at the  
R+T Stuttgart
For the last 50 years, the world‘s leading trade fair R+T 
– which is held every three years – has been offering the 
opportunity to experience  product innovations to rolling 
shutters, gates and sun protection in scale 1:1 leaving 
enough time for informative specialist meetings and 
technical discussions with developers.

As a major innovator and driving force within the sun 
protection sector GEIGER invites you from the 24th to 
the 28th of February 2015 at the R+T Stuttgart. Please 
come and visit the 250 square meters GEIGER booth 
C22, hall 3. We will show you all the innovations that we 
have developed in the past three years: for example the 
elegant design L-Concept handheld transmitters and wall 
transmitters. They combine aesthetics and functionality 
while enhancing the 
contemporary visual 
qualities of the sun 
protection product with 
respect to its functional 
aspect.

We also have new products 
in our Venetian blind motor 
range. With the premium 
electronic motors E06 and 
E07 we further extend our 
GEIGER product line GJ56...

The complementary 
functions offer more safety 
during operation as well as a 
wider range of applications 
in the context of the ongoing building automation 
through an integrated SMI or KNX interface.

Hans-Michael Dangel Dr. Marc Natusch
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GEIGER: 100% Made in Germany
For over 100 years, ”Made in Germany”, set on German 
products, has been a synonym of top high quality. 
Products ”Made in Germany” represents a seal of quality 
in international markets and consumers in Germany 
and abroad like to use products from Germany – an 
uninterrupted trend.  Unfortunately today many German 
manufacturers rather go careless with the term ”Made in 
Germany” and use, on costs grounds, imported parts that 
are then assembled in Germany. GEIGER is a traditional 
company and the situation is here completely different: 
the GEIGER quality is 100% MADE IN GERMANY.

Since its foundation, GEIGER has been exclusively 
producing in Bietigheim- Bissingen, Germany. All 
business areas are closely related. The high integration 
of the different sectors, from product development to 
manufacturing, ensures an optimal interaction from the 
initial product idea to series production. All processing 

steps – from 
machining, motor 
production and 
plastics technology to 
assembly – are carried 
out in-house in order to meet the specific requirements 
of our customers. We regard high production integration 
as a major prerequisite for the production of high quality 
and durable products.

Be welcome to visit the GEIGER facilities and production 
site in Bietigheim-Bissingen on the occasion of your visit 
at the trade fair in Stuttgart and convince yourself. 

A special highlight is also our GEIGER evening on 
Thursday, 26th of February 2015. Celebrate with us and 
enjoy a relaxed and casual evening in our Company, 
in Bietigheim-Bissingen (just outside Stuttgart). With 
insights into our running production!

Email registration to geiger-evening@geiger.de

GJ56..-DuoDrive

Bevel gear for left and right hand installation

100% GEIGER: plastics technology

“The GEIGER motor makes no compromise” is the motto 
of our new high-speed motor for Venetian blinds, the 
GJ56..-DuoDrive. As the name suggests, GEIGER managed 
to combine two different speeds in one single motor. In 
the start-up phase the motor slowly rotates and the slats 
can be accurately positioned and precisely adjusted by 
hand. The subsequent fast travel movements guarantee a 
fast extension of the blind.

The rolling shutter gears series 444F6.., 446F6.. and 
456F6.. have been updated with a very sophisticated 
design. Thanks to a built-in function switching over the 
rotation direction, each gear can be installed in the future 
either on the left-hand side or the right-hand side of the 
window: an innovative solution that greatly facilitates the 
assembly.

Visit us at the R+T, experience our innovations live and 
feel free to discuss with us about products, concepts, new 
products etc ... 
We are pleased to enclose your free admission ticket 
voucher for the R+T 2015.

See you soon; we look forward to meeting you.


